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This paper introduces a new binary operator atnext into temporal logic generalizing the 
usual nexttime operator in a straightforward way. This operator has the same expressive 
power as the until operator and turns out to be a useful means for naturally describing and 
proving safety properties of programs. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Temporal logic has proved itself a valuable tool for describing and verifying 
properties of programs (cf., for example, [8]). Extending usual first-order logic by 
some additional propositional operators, this logic allows for expressing the possible 
varying of assertions over time. The “classical” set of such operators-systematically 
introduced into the context of programs by Pnueli [ 10, 111 and Krdger [5, 6]-is 
given by 
-the two modal operators I7 (“always”) and 0 (“sometime”) and 
-the nexttime operator 0. 
Application of these operators to an assertion A yields new assertions with the 
following informal meaning: 
iX4: “A will be true at every time in the future,” 
OA: “A will be true at some time in the future,” 
OA: “A will be true at the next time point,” 
where we assume some linear and discrete order of time. 
In [ 11, Gabbay et al. argued that certain properties of programs cannot be 
expressed by these operators alone and suggested the additional use of 
-the until operator until. 
until is binary and applied to assertions A and B it means: 
A until B: “B will be true at some time in the future and A will be true until then.” 
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until is very powerful in the sense that every other operator in a large class of 
temporal operators can be expressed by untn together with the classical connectives 
19 A, V, etc. [ 1, 41. For example, we have 
OA ~1 true until A, 
OA tf false until A. 
Let us consider one of the examples for the use of until given in [ 11. If A and B assert 
that some events a and b (resp.) are happening then 
-J? until A 
expresses the assertion that when b will happen next (if at all), a must have happened 
before. 
When applying these linguistic means in practice to the description of program 
properties we made two observations: 
---,B until A actually asserts something more than noted above; it also says that 
a will eventually happen. But often it seems to be desirable to separate (“safety” or 
“invariance”) properties as above from (“liveness” or “eventuality”) properties as the 
latter one and not to pack them into one formula. 
- Suppose the event a causes some “typical” predicate P, to become true. In such 
a case we might be interested not so much in the assertion that (I must happen before 
b is happening next time, but rather in an assertion like “when b will happen next, P, 
will be true.” (W e will give an illustrating example in Section 3.) 
In this paper, we want to investigate an operator atnext expressing just the latter 
phrase. In general, its meaning is: 
A atnext B: “A will be true at the next time point that B is true” 
(not assuming that A or B will be true at all). 
We can see already at this informal stage that atnext is a rather natural 
generalization of the nexttime operator 0, modifying “the next time point” to “the 
next time point that B.” OA is expressed as a special case by atnext: 
OA c) A atnext true. 
Since false can never be true we have furthermore that 
CIA ct false atnext 4. 
This shows (together with OA ~1 --Cl 4) that Cl and 0 are also expressible by this 
new operator. 
In the following sections of this paper we want to give 
- some more formal treatment of atnext in the context of programs, 
- examples of its use, 
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- some formal logical properties of atnext, in particular its comparison with until, 
and an axiomatization. 
2. THE ATNEXT OPERATOR 
We give now more formal definitions. 
Let _V’ be some usual first-order language with connectives --,, A, V, +, c) 
augmented with the additional syntactic rule that 
OA, CL4, oA, A until B and A atnext B 
are formulas if A and B are. 
For notational simplicity we establish a priority order 7, 0, 0, 0, until, atnext, A, 
V, +, c) of the operators with 7 binding most and cf binding least. 
A Kripke structure IK for 9 is given by 
- a denumerable sequence W = {q,,, g,, q2 ,...) of states; q0 is called the initial 
state, 
- a mapping V associating a truth value V(A, rli) E (t, f} with every atomic 
formula A of _V and every vi E W. (V(A, vi) is the “truth value of A in state vi.“) 
V is inductively extended to all formulas A of 9: 
(1) V(4,qi)=t iff V(A,vi)=f, 
(2) V(AAB, vi) = t iff V(A, vi) = t and V(B, vi) = t, 
and in the same way for V, --+, ++, 
(3) V(OA,qi)=t iff V(A,qi+l)=t, 
(4) V&IA, vi) = t iff V(A, qj) = t for all j > i, 
(5) V(OA, vi) = t iff V(A, rli) = t for some j > i, 
(6) V(A until B, vi) = t iff V(B, qj) = t for some j > i and V(A, qk) = t for all k, i < 
k <j, 
(7) V(A atnext B, vi) = t iff V(B, qj) = f for all j > i or V(A, qk) = t for the smallest 
k > i with V(B, q,J = t. 
Note that whenever V(B, qk) = t for some qk, there is a (unique) smallest such k. 
For some technical reasons we have chosen (as in [ 11) the operators 0 and 0 not 
to include the present state in taking j > i and not j > i in (4) and (5). In many cases 
just the latter is desirable, but it can easily be defined via 0 and 0. Denoting the 
corresponding operators by i?l and d we take 
l?lAZAAOA, 
~AEAVOA. 
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A formula A is called valid in IK if V(A, rt) = t for all vi E W. A is called valid, if A 
is valid in every Kripke structure IK. 
We have already noted some valid formulas in Section 1, e.g., 
etc. 
OA t) A atnext true, 
There are many formulas, in particular concerning 0, ??and 0, known to be valid. 
We do not repeat them here (see, e.g., [2]). We rather want to note some valid 
formulas concerning the new operator: 
WI 
P) 
(F3) 
(F4) 
(FV 
(Fe) 
(F7) 
(F8) 
(F9) 
A atnext A 
A atnext C A B atnext C - (A A B) atnext C 
A atnext C V B atnext C CI (A V B) atnext C 
El(B+A)+A atnext B 
??(A -+ B) + (A atnext C + B atnext C) 
??-JI + A atnext B 
O(A A B) + A atnext B 
0(--J? A A atnext B) -+ A atnext B 
fl(AAB-+AatnextB)+(AAB+O(B+A)) 
The validity of these formulas is quite obvious. Consider, e.g., (F8). Suppose a state 
vi in which A atnext B is false. This means that there is a smallest j > i with B true 
and A false in qj. Ifj = i + 1 then 3 is false in vi+, ; ifj > i + 1 then A atnext B is 
false in vi+ 1 because then j is also the smallest k > i + 1 with B true in rk. Hence, in 
any case, O(A? A A atnext B) is false in vi. 
(F8) will be a vital part of the axiom system given in Section 5. 
Of particular interest is the formula (F9) which generalizes the usual induction 
principle expressed by 
We will prove (F9) axiomatically in Section 5. Informally, (F9) states that given 
A A B is true in some state vi and A A B always implies that A is true when B is true 
next time then whenever B will be true after vi, A will be true, too. We will come 
back to this in the next section. 
Let now 
IZ - initial P; 
cobegin II, 1117,II a-- 11 II,, coend 
denote a (parallel) program where P is some initial condition and n,,..., n, are 
sequential programs (cf. Pnueli [ 121). With every occurrence of an indivisible 
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statement in Z7 we associate a unique name (label). Let ‘?.I, be the set of all these 
names. Every a E 3, denotes an “action” of I7 and so instead of a phrase “the action 
denoted by a” we simply read “the action a.” 
As a model of computation of n we adopt the usual interleaving of all a E ?I, 
respecting, of course, the sequential orderings given by n, ,..., n,, . 
In order to combine such a program II with the language .P from above we simply 
allow every a E 3, to be an atomic formula of i9, informally meaning the assertion 
that “a is executed.” The interleaving model then means that 
(ZZl) In every state, exactly one a E ‘u, is true. 
Furthermore, we introduce a special atomic formula start which is true only in the 
initial state. This allows for incorporating the initial condition P: 
(fl2) start -+ P is true. 
Note that since ZI might be terminating, we assume a nil action running forever after 
n in this case in order to “fill up” the infinite state sequence. Furthermore, our 
program description in 9 differs somewhat from the usual one (cf. [2, 121). We 
come back to this in the next section. 
A formula A, valid under the additional conditions (nl) and (n2), is obviously a 
“true” assertion about the program 17. We call A in this case ZZ-ualid, denoted by 
n ]k A. Of course, every valid formula is n-valid. 
Most of the formulas (Fl)-(F9) listed above describe laws of how one can find 
valid formulas of the kind A atnext B. These laws are “purely logical.” We can now 
ask for such rules in the context of some (arbitrary) program Z7, i.e., rules for 
deriving n-valid formulas. 
Let us consider a quite simple but useful rule of this kind. Suppose that executing 
an action a in a state where A holds provides that B holds in the next state, as a 
formula, 
aAA+OB, 
and suppose furthermore that B is an invariant of all other actions of ZZ, then we can 
be sure that B will be true when a will be executed next time. So we have the 
following rule: 
(Rl) If 17ft-aAA+OB 
and l7Ik/?AB-+OB for every/?EU,,j?#a 
then 17 11 a A A + B atnext a. 
(We now prefer to note such rules as “proof rules” rather than as implications like 
before.) 
(Rl) is a kind of invariance rule. Note that we do not (want to) conclude that B is 
true whenever a is executed but only the next time this happens. This enables us to 
think of many further rules of this kind. The general type of formulas inferred by 
these rules would be 
a A A -+ B atnext p 
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(not necessarily p = a). We believe indeed that a systematic and powerful set of 
various proof rules for such formulas meeting different “invariance behaviours” of 
properties would help a lot for practical comprehension of larger verification 
problems. 
Being far from having such a systematic view, let us only note a further example to 
illustrate what we mean: 
(R2) If in some ni, 1 < i Q n, p immediately follows a 
andnjkaAA+OB 
and nIt_rAB-OB for all yin all ITj,j#i 
then 17 Ik a A A + B atnext /I. 
We may also think of even more general goals. We may want to prove that B is true 
next time p is executed and some additional condition C holds, i.e., 
a A A --t B atnext @ A C). 
Again as an example, we give a rule for a =/I: 
(R3) If IIIkaAA+OB 
and J7l/-/3AB+OBforevery~EII,,,/?#a 
and ZZIkaABA-C+OB 
then n Ik a A A -+ B atnext (a A C). 
(R3) is a straightforward generalization of (Rl). 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THE ATNEXT OPERATOR 
We now want to give an example of how atnext could profitably be used. 
Suppose U = uO, u, , u2 ,... to be an infinite sequence of “messages” and let U be the 
input for the following program: 
17 = initial nextinput = a,, A nr = 1 A 1s = mn = a = 0; 
cobegin 
sender: loopp,:ifIs=athenis:=ls~1; 
d := nextinput II; 
urn: send (Is, d) to (mn, inf) 
endloop 
II receiver : Ioop P m : if mn = nr then nextoutput := inf; 
nr:=nr@ 1 II; 
coend 
u, : send (nr 0 1) to (a) 
endloop 
I7 describes the essence of the alternating bit protocol. The send operations in cm and 
(I, are thought to be carried out over an “unreliable medium” which might corrupt 
messages. 
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Pa3 CJrnT Pm, u. are the elements of ‘u, with the following informal meanings: 
pa : receive acknowledgment, 
u m: send message (thought of as writing the compound message 
(Is, d) into (112r2, inf)), 
Pm: receive message, 
u,: send acknowledgment (writing nr@ 1 into a). 
A more formal specification will be given below. @ denotes addition modulo 2. 
For a more detailed discussion of the protocol we refer the reader to, e.g., [2, 3, 
131. It should be noted, however, that our program is really parallel whereas the 
comparable programs in [2, 31 are essentially sequential since there the media are 
though as one-element buffers so that send and receive operations of messages and 
acknowledgments are forced to run in a strongly alternating way. In ZZ, we allow 
overwriting of messages in the medium, so a message may be corrupted again after 
being sent correctly and before taken from the respective receiver. 
Nevertheless, n guarantees to transmit all messages of U in the same order to an 
output sequence (provided some additional conditions on fairness and the functioning 
of the units). 
This fact can be expressed by the following “correctness” formulas: 
(C 1) start -+ inf = u0 atnext (p, A mn = nr) 
(C2) pm A mn = nr A inf = ui -9 inf = ui+ , atnext @, A mn = nr) 
(C3) O@, A mn = nr). 
Since pm A mn = nr means “n is outputting,” (Cl) and (C2) describe the claim that 
if there is output at all then it is the desired one. (C3) tells us that in every state there 
really will be some next output. 
Let us make some remarks about this correctness specification: 
(i) We find it convenient that the pure liveness claim (C3) is separated from 
the safety assertions (Cl) and (C2) as already noted in the Introduction. So one can 
prove it once for the two applications concerning u0 and Ui+ 1. 
(ii) Remembering our motivation of the atnext operator in Section 1 we could 
have written, e.g., 
-4p, A mn = nr) until @, A mn = nr A inf = ui+ ,) 
instead of 
inf = ui+, atnext @, A mn = nr) 
in (C2). Besides the separation effect already mentioned the atnext formulation (and 
its proof) appears simpler and closer to the intuitive usage of language. Note, by the 
way, that 
-@,,, A mn = nr) until inf = ui+ , 
would obviously not be sufficient. 
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(iii) Instead of our atomic formulas a E !I.&, another kind of such formulas, 
mostly denoted by ata, is used frequently (e.g., [2, 121). afa informally means “a is 
ready to execute” (but there may be executed some p from another parallel 
component first). There may be some other events between a&z and a and so we 
could not simply take atp, in this sense instead of pm in (C l)-(C3). This is the 
reason for introducing the formulas a instead of ata. 
Next we want to comment on how to prove (C l)-(C3). The liveness (C3) can be 
proved relatively simply provided some assumptions about the fairness and about the 
eventual correct functioning of the transmission media of the system. We do not want 
to go into the details here because it is not necessary to use the atnext operator 
anywhere (although it is even possible). We rather want to give an outline of a 
possible proof of (C2). 
For this purpose we have first to specify the effect of the actions of n somewhat 
more precisely: 
(1) p, A Is = uA(nextinput, Is) = (ui, Is,) 
+ O[ (nextinput, Is, d) = (ui+ 1, Is, @ 1, ui) and all 
other variables remain unchanged] 
(2) p,Als#uAA+OA for arbitrary A 
(3) u, -+ 0 [ (mn, inf) = (Is, d) V (mn, inf) = (error, error), 
all other variables remain unchanged] 
(4) p, YI mn = nr = nr, + O[nr = nr, @ 1 and all other variables 
(except nextoutput) remain unchanged] 
(5) p,Amn#nrAA-+OA for arbitrary A 
(6) u,+O[u=nr@ 1 Vu=error, 
all other variables remain unchanged] 
These “specifications” are only partially formal but we want to leave the discussion 
on this level. Completely formal specifications could be carried out, for example, in a 
similar way as in [6]. It should be noted that using the nexttime operator in these 
specifications, both safety and liveness properties of the atomic statements are 
expressed (compare [9]). 
Secondly we note our initial condition: 
(7) start -+ nextinput = U, A nr = 1 A Is = mn = a = 0. 
Proof of (C2). We first note some n-valid formulas of the form &I. Every one of 
these formulas can be very easily proved by showing that start -+ A is n-valid and A 
is an invariant of every a E ‘?I,, i.e., a A A + OA is n-valid: 
(8) b(nr E {0, I} A Is E {0, 1)) 
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(9) ~[(mn=nr-tnr=IsAinf=d)A(a=Is~nr#Is)] 
(10) Qd = ui + nextinput = Ui+ ,). 
From (9) we infer that 
p,Amn=nrAinf=ui-tp,Amn=nrAnr=lsAls#aAd=ui, 
and with (4) we get 
(11) pm A mn = nr A inf = ui +O(mn#nrAnr#lsAd=ui). 
Informally, (11) means that immediately after outputting ui, we have mn # nr A nr # 
Is A d = ui. Our goal is to show that inf = ui+ , next time pm is carried out with 
mn = nr being true. According to rule (R3) noted in Section 2 we try to tind a 
“local” invariant B such that 
-mn#nrAnr#lsAd=ui implies B, 
-B is an invariant of pa, urn, u. and of p, (if mn # nr), 
- B atnext @, A mn = nr) implies inf = ui+ I atnext @, A mn = nr). 
The simplest approach to B is to look at mn # nr A nr # Is A d = ui, or better 
mn # nr A nr # IS A nextinput = ui+ , (which is implied using (10)) itself. This 
formula can easily be seen to be invariant under urn, era and pm (if mn # nr) but 
executing p, may lead to a state where nr = 1s A d = ui+ , holds. So next we try to 
take 
B=(mn#nrAnr#lsAnextinput=ui+,)V(nr=fsAd=ui+,) 
and, in fact, this B is an appropriate choice. With (10) we have 
mn+nrAnr#lsAd=ui-+B 
and therefore 
(12) p,Amn=nrAinf=ui+OB. 
B can easily be checked to be an invariant of p,, CT,,, and tra : 
(13) aAB+OB for Q E {p,, urn, a,}. 
Furthermore we have with (5) 
(14) p,Amn#nrAB-+OB. 
Applying rule (R3) to (12), (13), (14) we get 
(15) pm A mn = nr A inf = ui + B atnext @, A mn = nr). 
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With 
B atnext @, A mn = nr) + (B A mn = nr) atnext @, A mn = nr) 
which is an application of (Fl) and (F2) and using (9) once more we finally 
p,Amn=nrAinf=ui-+inf=uitl atnext (pmAmn=nr) 
which was to be proved. 
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This proof is a good illustration of how to use the atnext operator. The proof of 
(Cl) runs very similarly. All together, we get a quite transparent proof of this 
nontrivial program. Note, by the way, that it appears as a simpler proof of a more 
complicated program than in [2, 31, in particular a proof without any additional 
technical expense caused, e.g., by history variables. 
We want to conclude this section by briefly indicating that the atnext operator is 
not only a tool for formulating safety properties in a natural way but also for proving 
usual safety properties of the form 
A-+OB. 
Let us illustrate this by a trivial example (we take a sequential program for 
simplicity) 
17 E initial B; 
loop czl ; a2 ;...; a,,, endloop. 
Suppose we want to prove that some Q is a loop invariant, i.e., Q holds whenever 
execution is at a,. The essential part of this claim is to show 
(11) a, A Q-+%,-Q>. 
Informally, (11) is true if “going once around” the loop, Q is true again provided it 
was true before, i.e., if 
(16) aI A Q -+O(O QA 
a2A Q2 +OtO QA 
a,A Q,-W,AQ). 
Suppose (16) has been proved. A usual formal proof of (11) then runs as follows: Let 
Q, = Q and 
P- ](a, -, QJ A (a,-+ Q2>A -a* A (a,,,+ Q >l. 
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Then we have 
(17) ai A Qi-+P for every i = l,..., m 
(18) a,AP -Qi for every i = l,..., m. 
From (16), (17) and (18) we find that P is an invariant of every ai, hence 
(19) P+OP. 
By the usual induction principle (cf. Section 2), we get 
(20) P-+ UP, 
hence with (17), (18), (20) we get (11). 
The same idea can now be presented in a different way: Applying the formula (F7) 
of Section 2 to the last implication of (16) and then successively applying (F8) to 
(16) (from below), we find 
(21) a,,, AQ, +Qatnexta, 
a ,,_, A Q,_, + Q atnext al 
aI AQ -+ Q atnext aI. 
Applying (F9) to the last implication of (21) we directly get (11). 
This shows that (F9) generalizes the usual induction principle in a very elegant 
way. Besides notational convenience and brevity the use of the atnext operator in 
such proofs seems again to be very close to informal reasoning. As before, this 
extends to more general applications as, for example, to proofs of assertions like 
(12) ai A Q A R -+ ??(a, A R -+ Q). 
In (12), Q is a generalized invariant which need not hold everytime at a, but only 
when R holds at ai (compare (C2) in the previous example). In such cases even the 
proof idea may differ from a usual invariant proof (cf. [7]). 
4. FORMAL PROPERTIES OF THE ATNEXT OPERATOR 
After having illustrated how to apply the new operator we want to conclude the 
consideration of atnext by showing some formal (and purely logical) properties, in 
particular a comparison of atnext and until. 
First we want to remember four obviously valid equivalences already mentioned in 
Section 1: 
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(F 10) OA ct false until A 
(Fll) OA-Aatnext true 
(F12) OA ++ true until A 
(F 13) CIA ~1 false atnext +I. 
Of course, because of the duality of 0 and Cl, we also can express El by until and 0 
by atnext: 
(F 14) CIA ct 7(true until 4) 
(F15) OA+-+ +false atnext A). 
Next we want to show how the atnext operator can be expressed by until. We have 
already seen in Section 3 that A atnext B can “almost” be expressed by 1B until 
(A A B) with the only difference that in A atnext B, B could also never hold. This 
observation leads to 
(F16) A atnext B -4 until (AAB)VlJ-B. 
Proof. A atnext B being true in some state vi means that either B is false for ‘IJ, 
j > i, i.e., E-& is true in q,, or there is a smallest k > i with B true in qk and A is true 
in qk, too. -8 until (A A B) being true in vi means just the same: the fact that j > i 
exists with A A B true in ‘IJ is equivalent to the fact that there exists a smallest 5’ of 
this kind and this j is the k of above. 
The expressibility of atnext by until could be expected because of the expressive 
power of until. More interesting is the other direction which shows that atnext has the 
same power: 
(F17) A until B tt B atnext (A -+ B) A OB. 
ProoJ A until B being true in ?i means that there exists j > i and, equivalently, 
even a smallest j > i such that B is true in qj and A is true in qk, i < k < j. The first 
part means that OB is true in q,. The second part means the same as B atnext 
(A + B) being true in t], : Because of the minimal choice of j, B is false in qk for 
i < k < j, hence J’ is also the smallest j such that A --t B is true in qj. 
Both operators until and atnext can express eventuality and invariance assertions. 
However, if we remember the use of atnext in Section 3 (describing safety properties, 
proving invariances), if, furthermore, we compare (F13) and (F15), we have the 
“feeling” that, from its nature, atnext “corresponds” or “harmonizes” much more 
with Cl than with 0. until, on the other hand, does not contain this close coherency 
with Cl (e.g., there is no natural connection between until and 0 like (F9)), it rather 
matches with 0 (compare (F12) and (F14)). The operator 0 being trivial special 
applications of both until and atnext is “neutral” with respect to this classification. 
Summarizing this view of the operators we may draw the following picture. 
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In this picture, furthermore, we know 0 and Cl to be dual to each other in the sense 
that 
-0A ~1 Cl-d 
and 
XL4oo--v4. 
We may ask whether there is some similar connection between until and atnext. Let 
us first note the following two equivalences: 
(F 18) -(A atnext B) +-+ -4 atnext B A OB 
(F 19) -(A until B) c) 4 until (4 A 4) V 0-B. 
Proof: A atnext B being false in state ri means that B is true in some qj, j > i, 
and A will not be true in qj with minimal such j. This is just what OB and 
4 atnext B means when being true in vi. The proof of (F 19) is left to the reader. 
(F18) and (F 19) show how to express negated atnext or until assertions by 
unnegated ones (plus 0 or Cl, resp.). Now we show how negations of atnext and until 
can be expressed by (unnegated) until and atnext, resp., by noting the following 
Duality principle of until and atnext: 
(F20) +A atnext B) tf -4? until (-4 A B) 
(F21) 7(A until B) c) --B atnext (-4 V B). 
Proof. Applying (F18) and (F16), we find 
-(A atnext B) c) -4 atnext B A OB 
tt (4 until (-si A B) V O-43) A OB 
*-) -43until(-+IAB)AOB 
c) -4Iuntil (4AB). 
For the proof of (F21), we first note that ??lC -t C atnext D is valid and hence 
C atnext D V IX tf C atnext D holds. Furthermore, O(C V D) V -0D is always 
true, so we have with (F 17) and (F18): 
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+I until B) t) +? atnext (A + I?)) V ,OB 
t) (-,B atnext (-A V B) A 0(-d V B)) V YOB 
c-t (-B atnext (4 V B) V Cl-d) A (O(4 V B) V 7OB) 
4-b 43 atnext (4 V B). 
The duality described in (F20) and (F21) is not fully analogous to what is usually 
meant by “dual.” Full duality in this sense would be the equivalence of 
+I atnext B) and -B until 4 and in the same way for until. Such equivalences do 
not hold but since 
and 
4 until (4 A B) + 4 until -A 
-B atnext (4 V I?) -+ 4 atnext 4 
can very easily be recognized to be valid, we deduce from (F20) and (F21) the 
additional 
Weak duality principle of until and atnext: 
(F22) -+I atnext B) + 4 until -A 
(F23) -(A until II) + 4 atnext 4. 
5. AN AXIOMATIZATION OF THE ATNEXT OPERATOR 
So far most of our argumentations about logical properties of atnext have been 
semantical. We now provide an axiom system Z and indicate by some examples how 
proofs can be carried out axiomatically. C formalizes a (propositional part of) 
temporal logic containing the operators 0, ??and atnext (taking 0 and until as 
“defined” operators introduced by (F 15) and (F 17)). 
Axioms : 
(Cl) 
G9 
(C3) 
(C4) 
(C5) 
(26) 
(X7) 
(zg) 
All instances of tautologies of usual propositional logic 
??(A+B)-+(U4+UB) 
O-4 tt YOA 
O(A -i B) + (OA -, OB) 
UA+OAAOOA 
??(A+OA)-+(OA+ClA) 
??LB --f A atnext B 
A atnext B ~1 O(A A B) V O(--BM atnext B) 
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Rules of inference: 
(Z9) A,A+Bb-B 
(ZlO) A t CIA 
This formal system is very similar to a system DUX given in [ 11. We have only 
replaced the two axioms 
(Ul) A until B-+OB 
(U2) A until B c) OB V (OA A O(A until B)) 
of DUX by the axioms (27) and (Z8) for the atnext operator. 
The axioms and rules of Z are easily shown to be sound with respect to the 
semantics given in Section 2. Furthermore, according to (F17), (Ul) is the same as 
B atnext (A + B) A OB -+ OB 
and this formula is an axiom (Cl), hence derivable in Z. In the same way (U2) is 
(U2’) B atnext (A + B) A OB ++ OB V (OA A O(B atnext (A + B) A OB)). 
We will prove below that this can be reduced to 
(U2”) B atnext (A + B) A OB c) [O((A + B) A B) 
V O(-(A + B) A B atnext (A -+ B))] A OB 
which is again derivable in C since 
B atnext (A -+ B) t) O((A + B) A B) V O(-(A -+ B) A B atnext (A -+ B)) 
is an instance of axiom (28). 
These arguments show that C is also a complete system since DUX is complete. 
We now want to give some sample formal derivations within Z. In order to shorten 
the proofs we first note four quite trivial derived rules: 
(prop) If B “follows propositionally” from A, ,..., A, (i.e., A, A --- A A,, -+ B is an 
axiom (Cl)), then A, ,..., A,, F B. 
A typical example of (prop) is the “cut” or “chain reasoning” rule 
A-+B,B+Ct-A+C 
which we will frequently use in the following. 
(nex) AFOA 
(mon 1) A+BFUA-UB 
(mon2) A-+Bt-OA-+OB 
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(prop) follows immediately using (Xl) and (Z9). (nex) is derived as follows: 
(1) A assumption 
(2) UA @lo), (1) 
(3) R4+OAAOClA P) 
(4) ClA-+OA (pw)9 (3) 
(5) OA (X9), (2)V (4) 
Derivation of the “monotonicity” rule (mon 1): 
(1) A-+B assumption 
(2) ??64 -B) (ZlO), (1) 
(3) ??(A+B)+((OA+UB) (W 
(4) u4+clB (Z9), (2), (3) 
(mon 2) is derived in the same way using (nex) instead of @lo). 
We now give a derivation of the formula 
(OA -+ OB) + O(A + B). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
,(A+B)-,A 
O(,(A+B)+A) 
O,(A + B) + OA 
TO(A -+ B) + %(A + B) 
yO(A + B) --t OA 
,(A+B)+dl 
yO(A+B)+Od 
0-d + TOB 
yO(A -+ B) + -,OB 
yO(A+B)-tOA A--,OB 
(OA+OB)+O(A+B) 
WI 
(nex), (1) 
(24), (JJOh (2) 
(z3 ), (prop) 
Ww), (3), (4) 
W) 
like (5) 
@3), (prop) 
(prop), (7), (9) 
(prop), (5), (9) 
(prop), (IO) 
This formula together with (Z4) means that O(A + B) t+ (OA + OB) is valid and 
together with (C3) one finds that 0 “distributes” over every classical operator 7, +, 
A, V, etc. We will use this principle also as a derived rule and indicate it by (dist). 
We now want to complete the argument made before in showing the completeness 
of Z. Applying (prop) and (dist) we find 
OB V (OA A O(B atnext (A + B) A OB)) 
et[OB V (OA A O(B atnext (A + B)))] A (OB V OOB) 
CI [O((A + B) A B) V O(,(A + B) A B atnext (A + B))] A (OB V OOB) 
571/29/1-l 
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and applying (C8) we have 
OB V OOB +-+ OB V O-$false atnext B) 
d-b O(true V -4) A O(B V -(false atnext B)) 
ts 7(false atnext B) 
-0B 
which then shows the equivalence of (U2’) and (U2”). 
We conclude this section by giving formal proofs for the basic relationships (Fl 1) 
and (F13) and the generalized induction principle (F9). 
Derivation of (F 11): OA +-+ A atnext true 
( 1) A atnext true 
t) 0((_4 A true) V (drue A A atnext true)) 
(2) (A A true) V (drue A A atnext true) t+ A 
(3) OA cs A atnext true 
Derivation of (F13): CL4 * false atnext -4 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
CL4 -+ false atnext 4 
false atnext 4 
+O[(falseA4)V(T31Afalseatnext--d)] 
false atnext 4 + O(A A false atnext -+I) 
A A false atnext 4 -+ O(A A false atnext 4) 
??(A A false atnext 4 -+ O(A A false atnext 4)) 
O(A A false atnext 4) + ??(A A false atnext 4) 
false atnext 4 + ??(A A false atnext 4) 
false atnext 4 --) CL4 
CL4 4-+ false atnext 4 
(Z8), (dist) 
(Zl) 
(prop), (mon 2), (l), (2) 
W), (monl) 
(27), (prop), (1) 
(28), W), (prop) 
(c I), bon% (3) 
(prop), (4) 
(~1% (5) 
(W, (x9), (6) 
(prop), (4), (7) 
W), (monl), (8) 
(prop), P), (9) 
In order to derive (F9) we first prove the following. 
Deduction theorem for Z:: If A k B, then t--&4 + B. 
The proof of this theorem runs by induction on the derivation of B from A. If 
B -A or B is an axiom of C then clearly t-&I + B. 
If B is reached by rule (Z9) from premises C and C + B, then by induction 
hypothesis, kL4 + C and kL-4 + (C-+ B) from which we get t&4 + B by (prop). 
If, finally, B = UC is reached by (ZlO) from C and we can assume Hk4 -+ C then 
we derive i&t + UC in the following way: 
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(1) ti+c assumption 
(2) ??ti +clc (El()), @2), (Z9), (1) 
(3) ti-,oti with (Z5) 
(4) o&4 +!Jti with (Z6) 
(5) ti-toc (prop), (2), (3), (4) 
Derivation of (F9): @4 A B -+ A atnext B) + (A A B + ??l(B + A)). 
Because of the deduction theorem it suffices to derive 
A AB+A atnext B~AAB+O(~-+A). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
A A B+A atnext B 
A atnext B + O((A A B) V (4 A A atnext B)) 
A A B -+ O((A A B) V (-3 A A atnext B)) 
1B A A atnext B + O((A A B) V (43 A A atnext B)) 
(AAB)V(dAAatnextB) 
-+ O((A A B) V (4 A A atnext B)) 
O((A A B) V (-3 A A atnext B)) 
+ ??l((A A B) V (-4 A A atnext B)) 
A A B + ??((A A B) V (4 A A atnext B)) 
(AAB)V(d?AAatnextB)+(B-+A) 
A AB+O(B+A) 
assumption 
(z8), (dist), (prop) 
(prop), (l), (2) 
(prop ), (2) 
(prop), (3), (4) 
(z6), @9), @lo), (5) 
(prop), (3), (6) 
(El) 
(monl), (prop), (7), (8) 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
One of the appealing features of temporal logic seems to be the fact that-as long 
as the operators 0, 0 and Cl are concerned--the formal logical language meets very 
nicely some intermediate, non-formalized level of describing program behaviours and 
reasoning about them (like first-order predicate logic meets the “normal” 
mathematical language). This seems to be not so clear with the until operator. 
The atnext operator introduced in this paper has again this desirable property. It is 
a very natural descriptional tool and it has transparent and informally usable laws 
and proof rules as well for itself as in connection with 0 and El. 
This does not mean, of course, that we want to replace all until assertions by 
atnext assertions (although this is possible as we have seen). But at least in the 
particular field of safety properties, atnext seems to be a more appropriate operator 
than until. 
F. KRiiGER 
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